
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of assistant director, development.
If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for assistant director, development

Provide market updates and solicit student facing feedback with CMC staff
including IRMs and Coaches
Work closely on a daily basis with dean of school or college and
faculty/program staff, volunteers, to develop and implement fundraising
strategies in order to meet established goals and objectives
Manage portfolio consisting of a minimum of 50 prospects
Cultivate existing and new donor relationships with intent to sustain and
increase donor relationships
Plan and implement programs that include measurable targets for each fiscal
year
Design and implement prospect analytics strategy using data mining and
modeling in an effort to provide greater insight into the ability and propensity
for HLS alumni to make gifts in support of the School and encourage data-
driven decisions for the top prospect pool
Identify and implement additional tools and methods that will support data-
driven strategies and decisions for prospect management
Coordinate fill/finish contract manufacturing of GMP clinical batches
Develop and execute strategies to cultivate, solicit, and steward Stanford
Live donors including annual fund donors giving below $7,500 and Bing
Members giving between $7,500 and $24,999
Develop strategies to identify new annual donor prospects at all giving levels
using targeted data analysis, research, and volunteer assistance

Example of Assistant Director, Development Job
Description
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Travel to other Carey Business School campuses (Columbia and Baltimore) as
needed for programming, coaching, and/or staff meetings (not to exceed 10-
15% of time)
Work occasional evenings or weekends as needed (average of 3-4 Saturdays
per semester
Assist the Employer Relations and/or Global Engagement teams as needed
The successful candidate will also have high-energy, emotional maturity,
enthusiasm, creativity, organizational skills, attention to detail, and a superior
ability to multitask and focus
Excellent written and oral communication skills are expected
Bachelors degree in an athletic related field


